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THE AUTHOR
RALPH A. WILSON, JR., is a research physicist
(retired). From t975 until his retirement in 1987,
he was assigned to the Fire Behavior research work
unit at the Intermountain Fire Sciences Laboratory,
Missoula, MT. His undergraduate studies were at
WiliameHe University, Salem, OR (BA degree, 1956),
w~h graduate work from 1956 to 1960 at Univers~
01 regon (M.A. degree, 1958). He worked in infrared
detectors and optics at Naval Ordnance Test Station,
China Lake, CA, from 1957 to 1964. He was with the
Forest Service's airbome infrared lorest fire sUlveillance project at the Intermountain Fire Sciences Laboratory from, 964 to 1975.

RESEARCH SUMMARY
This paper reformulates the empirical lire spread
equations of Rothermel, based on a tenfold increase in
the data base of laboratory test fires. The experiment
was performed at zero windspeed, with zero slope and
uniform fuel particle size. Major revisions include the
propagating flux ratio, the reaction veloc~y, and the
moisture damping coefficient. These parameters remain lunctions of the observable luel bed variables.
Also, we redefine or reinterpret many of the fuels' descriptive parameters such as the net loading, the heat
01 combustion, fuel bed bulk dens~y, flame residence
time, and heat of ign~ion. As belore, spread rate is
based on an energy balance ratio of power source
and heat sink terms.
We use Frandsen's (1973) lormulation for effective
bulk density to account for that fraction of the fuel bed
that must be raised to ign~ion temperature. The enthalpic load of ign~ion also includes the energy required lor complete pyrolyzation of the fuel as reported
earlier.
We also use SusoH's (,984) method of determining
the 'Iaming' heat of combustion, thus separating the
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gaseous and carbonaceous mass fractions of pyrolysis. This provides that the heat of combustion will
account for many of the physiochemical effects 01 minerals, and so on, on the production rate of the gaseous
fuel . Thus the reaction intens~ is of the lIames alone
and spec~ically excludes energy derived from buming
char whether in the lIaming zone or not. II is still
measured as an energy dens~ w~hin the combustion
zone.
In this new formulation , moisture damping is completely divorced from fire extinction. Fire extinction
is properly handled by a probabil~y function acting
on the reaction velocity. Moisture damping is a Simple,
negative exponential function of the fuel moisture,
wherein each fuel sample has a characteristic moisture content. In the experiment, the characteristic fuel
moisture was dependent only on the size of the fuel
particles; however, ~ is further shown that ~ will vary
greatly w~h the physiology of dillerentfuels (bark covered, live or fresh-fallen foliage , decayed wood, and
soon).
The lormula for reaction veloc~y begins w~h
Anderson's 8d (1985) rule-of-thumb, which provides
that the buming residence time in minutes is equal to
eight times the fuel particle thickness in inches. The
buming rate is lim~ed by the free path for radiation or
heat flux to propagate through the fuel bed, and further
restrided by lim~ing the effect of excessive fuel loading or bed depth. A probability fundion shuts the fire
down at very light fuel loads or high fuel moisture content as previously reported. The concept of optimum
packing ratio is abandoned.
Following Rothermel, the propagating flux is some
Iradion of the reaction intens~y, empirically formulated
as the propagating flux ratio. n is an elementary function of the free optical path through the fuel bed.
Procedure is outlined whereby the manager in the
field may estimate the probabil~ies that his real fire
behavior will depart from the predidion .

Reexamination of Rothermel's
Fire Spread Equations in Nowind and No-slope Conditions
Ralph A. Wilson, Jr.

INTRODUCTION
Fire remains a complex, Iittle·understood phe·
nomenon ; however, wildfire behavior prediction
is an increasingly important requirement ofland
managers. Fire intelligence is needed in a broad
range of applications. from real·time fire behavior
predictions for immediate tactical use, to long-range
planning, budgeting, and resource allocation. For·
est and range fires are extremely complex interactions of physical, chemical, and thermodynamic
processes for which satisfactory scientific theories
do not exist or are far from complete. Fire researchers and model builders have therefore made heroic
efforts to develop semiempirical mathematical mod·
els that anticipate management needs. Even then
the mathematical models are commonly stretched
beyond their capabilities by enterprising managers
who will improvise tools that might solve an imme·
diate problem.
Because a precise theolY is not available and
because the range of application is increasing in
breadth and the information becoming more important and valuable, empirical mathematical fire mod·
els must be as dependable, reliable, accurate, and
robust as the current state of technology can make
them. This is the purpose of the research reported
here-to enhance the versatility and accuracy of
existing fire behavior models. Basically, this is a
reworking of the Rothermel (1972) fire model equa·
tions. 'The primary objective of the experi ment was
to reexamine the fuel moisture damping effects and
the marginal limits of combustion near extinction.
The reformulation of the fire spread equations here
should be viewed as a secondary result of the experi.
ment where the new equations become hypotheses
that requi re further testing.
The equations introduced here are based on 8
tenfold incr ease in the data base of laboratory test
fi res. This experi ment was ex pressly designed to
cover the range of all the physical (geometric) variables, fuel moisture content, and fuel loadi ngs that
might be encountered in surface fuel beds in the
field . The revised equations are ex pressed as

functions of the fuel bed packing ratio, Il; the fuei
particle surface area·to-volume ratio, 0'; the fuel
bed depth, S; and the fuel moisture content, Mr
The experiment was perfonned at zero winds peed,
with zero slope, and uniform fuel particle size. Fuel
particles ranged from 0.06 em to 1.27 em in thickness; however, each fuel bed wa. constTUcted of a
single, unmixed size class. The tabulated experi·
mental data are accessible from computer files at
the Intermountain Fire Sciences Laboratory (IFSL),
Missoula.
We used heuristic reasoning and statistical
"because it works" types of argument to reach
·conclusions" and to generate empirical equations
to describe events. For example, our procedure for
forming the expectation value for spread rate as the
product of other primary "expectation values" is not
vigorously legitimate because those expectation
values were not derived independently. Thus, this
exposition cannot be labeled as good physical the·
ory; knowledge of wildfire phenomena has not yet
reached that stage.
New empirical formulas were constructed
through judicious use of modified multiple linear
regression-analysis of variance techniques with
constraints and transformation of variables imposed
to conform to preconceived notions of physical principles. We examined most possible combinations of
the independent fuel bed variables, but constrained
the functions of these variables to "reasonable" for·
mulations that might be expected from any future
physical theory or that could be easily revised by
further analysis. ","hat is, the rigorous statistical
curve·to·data fitting is here tempered by arbitrarily
limiting the independent variables to those that
"ought to have" a proper physical effect and by in·
corporating much of the extensive practical knowl edge of several colleagues whose .. perience with
field applications has given guidance to how fire
models should behave. The chosen combinations
of independent variables are about the most effi·
cient descri ptors of the dependent fire parameters
that make good physical sense.

Similarly, most of the numerical c~~cients are
truncated to show only meaningful dlgltS. In some
cases, the experimental statistics indicated that
more significant digits were appropriate, but the
practical physics overruled, for example, an exponent was evaluated to be 0.486 ± 0.011, but in the
fonnulation, 0.5 (square root) makes more sense.
The data would confirm that the two numbers were
not really different at some reasonable si~ifican ce
level; so, the square root is used for practlca) reasons! Note that this problem would be superfluous
if we had theoretically hypothesized a square root
function before the experiment because th~ data .
would have confirmed it. We are in the ph,losophl'
cal position of using this publication to form a new
hypothesized fire spread model that must be. con:
firmed or rejected by further testmg and va!ldatlOn.
Prior wildland fire models were ·con firmed by sat·
isfactory performance in fi eld application, and that
procedure is anticipated here.
.
We have used metric measure exclusl vely, and
dimensionless ratios are expressed as fractions.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL
TEST METHODS AND RESULTS
Rothermel's model is the most widely applicable
and robust of the current wildland fire spread
models. The reader should be familiar with the
Roth ermel formulation. We have found no reason
or justification in the extended data ~et to change
Rothermel's basic formulotlon . to whlch spread rate
is based on an energy balance ratio of power source
and heat sink terms:
Power density of propagating flu>
R =
Preheating energy of fuel

Ip

(I)

p,Qr
where 1 is the fire propagating intensity provided
by th e {eat source, Q r is the heat sink energy reo
quired to heat, dry, and pyrolyze the fuel, and P,
is the fuel bed bulk den sity.
We reformulate the empirical equations by fitting
the curves to the ex panded data set including: the
propagating flux ratio~, the reaction velocity, r , and
the moisture-damping coeffici ent, 1'1 M · These parameters remain function s of the cbservab!e fuel bed
variables. Also, we redefine or reinterpret many of
th e fuel s' descriptive parameters such 8 S w", hJl PbI
t (residence time), and QT' which plays an equIValent role to the form erly used Q,• .

Variable List
We list here the complete set of variables that are
used in the revised fire spread equations.
The fuel bed descriptors include:
2

1. Fuel ovendry loading, w., kg/m
2. Fuel particle size: ratio of surface area-tovolume, a, cm- l
3. Fuel bed depth, S, cm
4. Fuel moisture content, Mr, fraction ovendry
weight
5. Wind speed, U, mlmin
.
6. Slope, tan(,), were invariant, zero, for t~IS experiment (for completeness, one should m·
c1ude the ambient air temperature, but Its
effect is very small and thus assumed to be
constant; 25 or 30 ' C is adequate; similarly,
for relative humidity. These parameters have
a significant impact in models for the diurn al
variation of fuel moisture. Here. however,
fuel moisture is input directly and is not parameterized).
The measured thennochemical properties of the
fuels include:

7. Heat of combustion ofpyrolyzate gases, h"
kJlkg (h is measured as the combustion en·
ergy oftte pyrolyzate gases per initial unit
mass of the solid dry fuel. The total heat of
combustion, h02' kJlkg, was mens.ured, cO.mpared, and rejected in the anolysls of vanance
procedure). The mineral content was meas·
ured, but found unnecessary when the bum·
ing rates and intensities are based ~n the
heat of combustion, h" of the vaponzed frac·
tion of fuel.
.
3
8. Fuel particle ovendry denSIty, Pp' kg/m
9. Heat for pyrolysis, Q" kJlkg
10. A characteristic fuel moisture content, Me'
fraction oven dry weight, is used to characterize moi sture damping, replacing the moisture
of ,xtinction, M" used in Rothermel's 1972
model.
In addition, we have a few new numeric p~rame .
te rs in the equations below that may vary WIth the
thermochemical character of a differen t fuel type.
Specific comment is made wh ere .appropriate.
The foregoing independent vanables are al so the
input variables for the revised spread equattons nnd
are intended to be comparable to Roth ermel's (1972,
page 27) list of input parameters that definitively
desc ribe th e fuel bed a nd burning condition s. For

convenience, the roHowing parameters are e I' 'tl
defined:
xp ICl y

11. Fuel bed bulk density, Po =w,~, i. the ovendry mass .per ,,!,it volume of fuel bed; concept
and definitIon IS unchanged
12. Fuel bed packing ratio, Jl pIp
unchanged
0
p'

=

'l'!'e measured d,pendent variables in the expenm~nt are, of course, the primary parameters

~or whIch the predictive model is needed. Th
Included:
ese

13. Rate of spread, R, mlmin
14. The reaction ;"tensity, Ill' kw/m 2, is experimentally calculated by the product of th
heat of combustion and weight loss rate e
The mas. 10.. of the combustion zone w~s
measured continuously during each fire
Th~n the time average weight loss rate ~er
Untt area of combustion zone was computed
15. Depth, .d,. cm, of naming zone in the longitudina~ direction of R (to determine area of
~amlng zone and the reaction time which
" onticaJ to reaction velocity)
16. Flame I~ngth, I,. cm, for correlation checks
on burnlDg rates and intensity parameters
Also, fuel modelers need to predict scorch .
heIghts, model crown fire., etc.

Heat Load
f;randsen (1973) rationalized that the entire mass
o arge fuel particles did not rise to ignition !empe.rature at the onset of naming combustion ' that
It I. sghufficient to pyrolyze the surfaoe only d~ep
enou to produce pyrolyzate gas fuel to sustain
name. Th~ effect of heating only part of the fuel
rna •• was I~terpretedin terms of effecti"e bulk
deMlty, whIch was detined as that fraction of th
to~1 fuel bed bulk density that must be raised
~~t.lon temperature. Thus, Frandsen's effective
a Ing number, e, is defined as:

t!

t = p., effective

Po' total
and experimentally found by him to be
<0

= exp(-lI{O.22· a »

(2)

for (J measured in em- I,
!he n~t fuel mas. that must be heated to ign'r
IS eqUJ valent to ~ thin, 2.2-mm, surface Jaye/o~n
thF e the rma lly t h,ck fu el particles according to
randsen.
'

The onset of naming combustion OCcurs when th e
woody forest fuels reach about 320 ' C. Even thou h
Fr~nd~~ ha~ sho~ that the entire fuel particle i!
nO r:~se to Igmtlon temperature uniformly but
on Iy e surface of the fuel particle must be i' ited
;e tave found that the ignition enthalpic loa~ofth~
ue mass must mclude the energy required to c
plete pyrolyzation of the fuel . Susott (1982b 19~;)
has sho~ t~at pyrolyzation, that is, namm~ble s
prodUCtion, IS essentially complete very near 4oo'-"C
The energy of fuel ignition, Qr' is newly defined as :'
Qr Q,. M,Q"
(3)
where
400

=

J

Q, =
(dQ IdT) dT
amb
and the heat to vaporize the fuel moisture is
Q" = 4.18(100 - T'mb • 540), kJlkg

gaseous and carbonaceous fractions, we have the
additional advantage that h, accounts for many
of the physiochemical effects (minerals, etc.) on
the ma.s fraction and on the production rate of
the gaseous fuel. For example, the effects of minerals that retard pyrolysis to form less volatiles and
more char are reflected in the lower measured h .
Although they vary widely in woody fuels, the pyrolysis gases account for about 60 percent of the
total combustion energy and about 80 or 90 percent
of the total fuel mass loss. While we have settled
on the gaseous heat, h" for use in modeling the reaction intensity for the fire spread equations, this
does not preclude using the total heat of combustion, h02 , for many other applications. For example,
it may be apprcpriate in -fire effects" work to use
hO'l to calculate the total heat released to the site
which includes the burnout of the residual char
fraction . Thus the reaction intensity i~ defined:
(4)

:Q~ :~ere Susott's procedure provides values of

.
to 400 ' c and above, where Dunla 's s
clfic heat. equation (as used by Frandsen "::d i:,~;,.
e;mel) falls dramatically. Note that we have just
~rcumwmted a ~on~ict in semantics; Q is no Ion er
e hea.t ~oad of p~l.gnition" and the te~ "heat:r
pyrolYSIS has exphclt meaning elsewhere' s 0
WIll use "heat of ignition" for the total heai 1 ~e
Qr We hope this terminology will be less coo~ '.
to later users.
n usmg

Reaction Intensity
thThe c~ncept ~fpropagating nux that drives
~ fire IS SIgnIficantly changed from Rothermel's
onglnal deSCription. We propose that the ene
relM.sed from only the naming area and due
b~mlDg 0df the pyrolyzate gases is the major SOurce
o power enslty that dri ves the fire Th
ing i~tensity is still calculated as a fracti:~r~partreactIOn InteMity' I - ~ . I b h
. '" 0
react" . te . . • R' ut ere IR IS really the
clud.'on In nSlty.dftM /lam .. and specifically cx. th s ;nergy derived from burning char whether
10
e ammg zone or nol It is still measured as
an ebnert;Y release rate per unit area within the
com usbon zone.
Susott (1982a) and Wilson (1985 1987)
h
the n '
I
,
argue t at
amlDg pyro yzate gases are the prima ene
~u~e for propagation of the fire front and1usot~
as eveloped ~chniques to measure t'he seous
~e:: of .combustIon, h,. Beca use Susott's ~thod
e. rmmes the 61naming" heat of combustion e r
UDlt of total (initial) fuel mass, thus separati:g the

(1Y

The other terms in the reaction intensity that
must be experimentally measured are the mass
loss rate per unit area of the combustion zone and
the reaction or residence time. Here, again. our
method differs from that of Rothermel (1972). In
this experiment, we measured the mass loss rate
of the entire combustion zone (h ,is measured rela·
tive to total mass) and the width and depth ofthe
buming-/lami116 area. Thus a consistent new calculation of naming reaction inten3ity follows as the
average heat release rate per unit area of the naming zone. The (naming) reaction time is calculated
directly by dividing the l1ame zone depth by the
spread rate.
Note that Rothermel's formulation is consistent
in the same sense: he directly measured the mass
loss rate per unit area of the combustion zone, that
when multiplied by the total heat of combustion,
gives a reaction intensity equal to the total heat
release rate per unit area of combustion zone. The
reaction time (and hence the combustion zone area)
then was determined by the duration of constant
mass loss in the combustion zone. The difference
betw.. n the two methods is that Rothermel's combustion zone was defined by the area of constant
mass loss, while here it is the area with attached
name.
In order for the experimentalist to ex press the
reaction intensity as a function of the fuel bed de·
scriptors, it is convenient to maKe three simplifying
assumptions:
1. The reaction intensit)· is linearly proportional
to the heat of combustion of the fuel and to the loss

rate of fuel mass per unit area. as in equation 4.
(Equation 4 actually defines the reaction intensity.)
This makes the reaction intensity dimensionally
equivalent to a power nux density rising from
the combustion zone. We use an independently
determined h" which incorporates any effect of
incomplete combustion of the pyrolyzates and other
variations in h, caused by the nature of the fire
or other physical parameters.
2. The los8 rate offuelloading is linearly proportional to the fuel load. The ·constant" of proportionality (that Rothermel dubbed the "reaction velocity,
r) is experimentally fitted to a function of the observable fuel bed characteristics. Note, as shown
below, that this reaction velocity has a residual
dependence on fuel loading, which means that this
assumption that the fuel loss is linearly proportional to fuel loading is not precisely correct.

IR = -1>, (dw,ldt) = -1>, w, r

(5)

Recall that Rothermel used the net loading, w , to
provide for less than 100 percent burning efficiency,
and which fraction of the total load, W , is to be accounted for in the reaction velocity, r,'along with
the reaction time, t . In the present experiment, the
residual load after complete burnout never e.... ded
0.005 fraction of the initial load, so by Rothermel's
method, the net and total loads were equivalent in
the experiment. Also, in field application, fuel modelers are well versed in selecting ·that portion of the
fuel bed that will contribute to propagating the fire."
Our concept here is that all inefficiencies in name
production will be accounted for by Susott's technique for h, and that the reaction velocity should
concern only the time dependence of the burning
rate function. We wish to be explicit that the carbonaceous char in many fires wa s almost completely
consumed in the naming zone, thus contributing
to the total mass loss rate of the naming zone. In
many other fires there was considerable glowing!
burning char left after passage of the naming fire
front. Due to the nature of our fuels, this residual
char was quickly consumed by glowing combustion,
generally leaving no residual char. This trailing
edge of glowing char obviously had very little effect
on the propagation of the fire but in several cases it
provided a significant amount of the mnss loss and
total heal released.
So, we have experimentally mensurable reaction
intensities and hence by equation 5, the reaction velocity is:
r = ~ _ dw, min- 1
Wo
dt

(6)

The third assumption is as foHows:

3. All fuel moisture effects on reaction velocity
(and intensity) are contained in a separable and
independent moisture damping coeffICient, 'lN' that
is defined as the ratio of reaction intensity with fuel
moisture, liM, ), to that without moisture, I. (0 ).
Each experimental fuel bed configuration was
burned at several fuel moisture contents, so that we
have experimental measurements Of'lN'

_ IP,)
'1., -

I. (0)

(7)

to which we try to filanother prediction function,
<TI.,> = f

(a,f\.f>M, ).

(8 )

Then we can predict the value of the reaction
intensity,
(9)

Moisture Damping
We follow Rothermel's basic concept for the effect
of fuel moisture on fire propagation and for the defi nition of the moisture damping coeffICknt byequation 7 above: that is, the fuel moisture damping
coefficient is the proportional reduction of reaction
intensity, relative to the ovendry fuel. We have,
however, revised the experimental method of determination and reformulated the prediction equations
as follows .
Also, the experimental determination of 11 (M) is
actuany measured as a ratio ,
R<M, ) P.tQ{M, )

R(M, ) Q<M, )

11., =
R (O) Q(O)

(1 0)

The use of this fonnulation minimizes measurement
error, explicitly accounts for the enthalpic moisture
load , Q(M(I, and is based on measuring the reduc·
tion in spread rate due to fu el moisture. (The al terna tive, used by Roth erm el, is based on the reduction
of mass loss rate by fuel moisture as in equation s
5 and 7.) The following qua litative observations
are noted:
1. In most of t he excelsior fires, th e combusti on
zone traveled in d ry fuel, that is, except for th e very
tigh tly packed fu el beds, the fuel was dri ed some
distance ahead of the fire front and no free wate r
ente red the co mbustion zo ne. In these cases, the
initial fuel moisture co ntent affected the tempera·
tu re gradien t in th e fu el ahead of the fire and hence
affected spread rate only th rough the enth alpy,
Q(Mfi. (This is simila r to Albini's conclusions by
computer simu lation [private com mun ication ).)

Thus, we speculate that thermally thin, fine fuel s
should have very little moisture damping, 11" " I ,
and otherwise, "moisture damping" may imply the
ability of a fuel to hold and carry moisture into the
combustion zone where it may have an additional
cooling or gaseous dilution effect.
2. A second reason for using the experimental
method of equation 10 is that there is much uncertainty and ambiguity in defining and measuring the
"'size of the combustion zone," which area is divided
into the mass loss rate for calculation of reaction
intensity (and inherently, the mass loss rate has a
larger experimental measurement error than does
spread rate). Also, the effect of the enthalpic mois·
ture is obscured in the ratio of mass loss rate over
combustion zone area.
If, indeed , some fires do generally travel in an
"'ovendry," moisture·free, combustion zone, then the
reaction inten sity must be independent of the initial
fuel moisture, that is, the observed effect of increas·
ing fuel moisture would be to slow the spread rate
and decrease the size of the combustion zone with ·
out. however, changing the rate of mass loss per
unit area within that zone.

3. In the above mathematical construction, the
two methods of measuring '1., are equivalent; by the
spread rate method, we measure a more dynamic
variable with greater precision and explicitly exclude th '" "nth:11 :.. ,I,,,,, isture effect from moisture
damping.
In this new fonnulation of moisture damping, the
most significant improvement is to completely di·
vorce moisture damping from fire extinction. Each
fuel sample must still have a characteristic mois·
ture content, but extinction is properly handled by
the probability function , P" in the reaction velocity,
r, discussed later. So the new moisture damping
equation is very much simplified:

<TI,,> = exp(-M,IM)

(11)

The experimental curves are shown in figure la,
a', b, c, d, e. In figure la, moisture damping (that
moisture effect in excess of Q<M,)'s effect) is shown
to be negligibly small in the lightly and moderately
packed ( ~< 0. 04) fine fuels in support of the observations above. Figure la' shows the moisture dampin g
(in excess of Q(M,) for the very compact fuel beds,
J2 0.04 , where M, = 0.50.
Figure Ib shows a definite moisture-damping
effect in 'Io .. inch-thick sticks with characteristic
M, = ,, 0.49. This relatively large M, indicates this
fuel is easily dried and thermally thlO. Figures
lc, d, and e show the progressively greater moisture
damping in successively larger fuel particles.
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Figure 2 shows the dependence of M, on fuel particle size for all of the experimental fu els.
Equation 11 derives from a dIR = - ( lJM,)l RdM,
type of model. Note that the characteristic fuel
moisture , Me' is shown in figure 2 8S fun ctions of
only the size of fuel particles: the ex perimental fu els
were otherwise very similar, all being sound cured
cellulosic heartwoods--of different species, however.
An empirical equation, M, = f (oJ, could be con structed from the data in figure 2, but would be
very misleading. Such an equation would only satisfy pragmatic needs fOT such a predictive equation
by model builders of fire behavior systems: it is a

strongly held opinion of the a uthor that values of
M, will vary greatly wit.'> the physiology of different
fu els (ba rk covered, live or fresh-fallen foliage,

toO

decayed wood, etc.J. This opinion is based primarily

w,""o

on private communications with Hal Anderson and
extrapolating his moisture response observations

... ------------1

(Anderson 1985) into a forced drying-fire environment. Hypoth etically, we might ex pect that a fuel
that has a long ambient moisture reponse time will
also more easily retain moisture by forced drying,
thus exhibiting a lower M, (s maller values of M, will
produce a stronger response in 11M due to change in
fuel moisture content,
[n figure 3a, b, c, we usc

MI'

equations 10 and II and replot Anderson's original
data from which Rothermel's original moisture
damping coeffici ent was derived. Note the relatively strong Me's for the natural pine needles wh en

b
..0

."
FI ur •• 3aI band c_Mcislure damping using
A~derson.stpi~e needle dat:l and'9pplying Ihe ne.w
od I The charac1erislic M 's are: Ponderosa pine

compared to cellulosic pine heartwood, with nea rly
the same surface area-to-volume ratio.

~aJ""j _ 0.236. lodgepole pfne (3bJ 1.1, - 0.150,

OA

and w:slern wh ite pine (3c) Me· 0 .237.

A future project should compare Anderson's ambient moisture response times with these Me's. An
attempt should be made to relate these M 's to diffusion coefficients and other physical chara~teristics
of the fuel particles.

Reaction Velocity
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Flgur. 4a-A typical ruNe of roaction
velocity as a func1ion of the packing ratio,
II. This plot is for" _ 25.2 em-', & - to
em, and p._ 3SO kg/m' pine heartwood.
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Flgur. 4b--Plot 01 calculatad reaction
veloc~ versus measured values for all
experimental rir.s. Those fires in the upper '-It quadrant were experimental fir.s
that did burn against arr likelihood and

expectation.
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Note that Rothermel's model of reaction velocity
was characterized by an optimum packing ratio
which, in tum, depended on the fuel particle size;
the equations predicted maximum reaction velocity
when the packing ratio was at its ·optimum" value.
Then the reaction velocity slewed as packing ratio
moved away from optimum in either diTection, but
was independent offuel bed depth and hence the
total amount offuel. The reaction velocity as delined here has a similar character but we wish to
order a requiem for II . In the extended data bsse
the equivalent effect:; dependent on the total
'
amount of fuel mass andlor fuel surface area in the
fuel bed. Indeed, as the fuel bed is fluffed up to
lighter packing (at constant load, meaning greater
depth) the reaction velocity will increase as fires are
shown to bum faster and hotter as the fuel bed is
opened up. But instead of reaching a maximum
reaction rate and then slowing down as a full contiguous fire front, the fuel becomes sparse and the
fire front breaks up and ultimately goes out as determined by the function p( (see fig. 4a).
The fire extinction equatIon that provides the
practical upper limit to reaction velocity is identical
to the lire state (of extinction) probsbility function
in Wilson (1985):

.00

(12)

Note here, however, that the parameters, 1.2 and n
(see fig. 4a), are potential "acljustment" factors that'
would allow r to work correctly for a different fuel
type; a number smaller than 1.2 will "sharpen" the
edge between good and bad burning, and conversely;
n, = 3.0 approximately for woody cellulosic fuels;
larger values ofn, will move the "NO-BURN cutofl"
toward heavier fuel loadings or lower fuel moisture.
Note that n" given in equation 13, is strongly dependent on fuel thermochemistry and fuel moist.ure
content
The extinction index equation that partitions
"good burning" from "poor burning" fires is given by:

n, = In(ajl6 h,IQ.l/<M, + Q,IQ.l.
(13)
Wilson's exti nction index is described in detail in
Combustion Science and Technology (1985). The
index, n" was especially designed to reflect the
energy bslance of fire near the marginal limits
of sustained burning.

An interesting specul ation (without experimenta l
foundation) is to include the wind coefficient, ~uI
in the argume nt of the numerators' logarithmic
function; in additi on to its nonnal effect on sp read
rate (Rotherm el 1972, p. 26), this use of $. also h as
the effect ofWtuming r on" in suffi cient wind wh en
otherwise the fuels mi ght be too light or too wet to
bum; and si milarly for slope, $,.
We must caution that the previous fonnulation of
the wind coefficient is very likely to produce strange
results if used here as in the 1972 fire spread model
as a function to increase rate of spread. Cursory
examination of the ·old wind model" using sketchy
data has been inconclusive and n ot encouragi ng.
Ralph Nelson (1988) has suggested a form of wind
coefficient, $ = kw. v'U""/t that might work better.
Until a new wind experim ent is performed, th ese
fo rmul ations should be used with great caution.
It is almost impeTative that a new set of laboratory
wi nd data be generated for revision and updati ng
of Rothermel's wind model (a nd similarly for slope).
The importance in the fi eld of wind effects and the
dearth of su ppo rting expe rim ental data make it the
nex t priority item in fire beh avior research.
The new ex perim en tal formulation for reaction
velocity, r , (fig. 4. and b), is:
<1''> = 0.34a (apo,1J2 exp (-<1J113)
P,(n,) min-'.

(14)

The 0.34a is si milar to Anderson's old 8d rule-ofthumb, wh ich provides that the burning residence
time, t in min u tes, is equal to 8 times th e fuel particle thickness, d, in inches. a provides the lid dependencel and (oPS) measures the abso rption cross
section of fuel particles per unit a rea of th e co mbustion zone.
The ex ponenti al function of aJll3 limits r by a
characteristic distance th at propagating nux is projected through th e fu el bed to heat fuel ah ead of the
combustion zone. The equ atio n components with
o~ and po arguments slow the reaction (velocity
and inte nsity) for h eavier and denser fuel loads.
The P function shuts the fire down at very light
loads ~r high moisture, for example. and is dis cussed exhaustively in Wilson (1985). Fi re mode lers
in the future will probably separate this probability
function from the reaction velocity. Only in very
slow, margi nally bu rning fires, with very decp a nd
very lightly packed fuel beds "here n ame he'ghts
were much less than th e depth of the fuel bed, did
IThe new data can be mode to fit the rorm . (o ....'/P5)'·..
ror any small 2<n<5; it seems neccsSllry to maintai n the
lid dimensionality Rnd provide a small correction to the
reaction velocity due to ruelloading, p5 = w. /p, becouse
only the ruels near the surface contribute th eir rull weight
toward propagating the fire. particularly in deep berut or
fine ruel.

the P function contribute significantly to th e burning
rate. r Otherwise, Placts only to tUTn the fire on or off.

Propagating Flux Ratio
The propagating flux, I p ' is that portion of the fire's
power density that goes to drive the fire,
I. = Rp, E(Q,. MQ .).
(15)
Following Rothermel, the propagating flux must also
be some fraction,~, of the reaction inte nsity,
Ip = r, . I , such that r, may be calculated from expe ri R
mental measurem ents by

Rp EQ
h, (dw./dt )

( 16)

and an empirical prediction equation constructed
to fit:
(17)
It is only fair to ad mit here that all of th e paramete rs on the right side of equation 16 are measured 10
the experiment, except E. Both E and ~ are fractions
th at diminish th eir respective power den sities so that
the two in tensi ties are equivalent to one another; that
is, so th at the propagating nux, I p , equals the product
of th e supply rate, R, and the heat load Q: Ip = RpQ.
It follow s that the experimental measurements of r,
(effective heating ratio) and E (effective h eat number)
are in te rrelated. As a consequence, they are difficult
to measure independently. We rely on Frandsen's
(1973) experim ent for th e independent prediction of
<E> = exp(- 1l.22o). Thus , in equation 17 we are actually making an esti mate of <<,>IE = {' (a,~,o,-), and th e
ratio, F:/E, is si mply a rotation operator th at measu~es
th e scalar value of th e ratio of two vectors (th e hortzontal propagating nux to the vertic al source nux):

Rp, Q

<,IE =

(18)

In any case, by accepting Frandse n's expTession for
E. a rairly sim ple straightforward formula for
<r,> is had.
Note th at we have h ere an intercsting experim enta l
exe rcise in circuitous reason ing:
• if, in equation 13, we interpret R = dxIdt
, nnd dw./dt = p, . d&ldt
• and ass ume that
"name depth"

~

=

~r

fuel bed dePth
do
0
then the ex perim en tal measu rement of F:/E becomes:
( 18n)

to
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na~ ely, "one dimenSional," for which characteristi c
optical absorption distance dp"ends on th e geomet.
riC cross.sectJ~n of the particle. A fuel complex of
lon~ narrow pme needles will have a very different
o p~ cal extinction length than will a corresponding
~d of WIde (two·dimensional) oak leaves. The point
IS that function s that depe nd h ere on the surface
area . ~.volume ratio of the fuel particle might not
be universally applicable to oth er fuel particle con.
~guratlons; ~articularly, the equations ofpropaga .
ling ~ux ratio, reaction velocity, and moisture
da mplOg.
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Rate of Spread
0.0 0 1~

The p.redi.cted value of spread rale , <.R>, is given
by substJtutl on of the foregoi ng equations 19 14 11
2 an~ 3 IOto equation I (see fig. 6):
'"

-.J

_ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.01

0 .1

1.0

10

<R> = <~> h, w. <r> <'1.,>

(UP)

Figur. 5--Dat. plol of ~ versus o~.

P, E (Q, + M, Q. )

. From figure 6 we see that equation 20 overpre.
d,cts rate of spread in the faster burning fine dry
fuels and, to a lesse r degTee, in the very slo w ligh t
loads of la rge r. fuel particles. This effect is th'e reo
s~ 1t. of combmmg m equa tion 20 the several pre.
dlclton .equation s for ~~~, <r>, <'II? which were
not denved from statIstically indepe ndent data
sets. Thus, for exa mple, the same ex perim enta l.

:-"hich. fac ti t iously, compa res very wen with ex per.
Imental ~etenn in ation of the /;IE ratio by equation 18
Statlst~cal ~nalysis sho wed th at the produ ct of the .
~uel ps.r tltres. surface-to.volume ratio times the pack.
mg rat~o. at3, IS by faT the most dominant variable
gov~rn lOg the propagating nux ratio. This product
IS dlm~nslOnally equivalent to a n (optical) absorption
c~f1iclent of power t ra nsport wh ere power flux denSIty decreases ~ith di stances propagated through an
abso rblOg (heatlO g) medium. This formulation is
adaPLta~le to a mode l of propagating energy tra nspo rt
10 WnlC" dip
-kl , ru: , and k caJ3, etc.'
Ou r ~ew ~Q:Jation for propagating nux ratio <~>
(fig. 5 ) IS:
'

=

(20)

10,.-_ _ _......_ _ _--<'-_ _ _

~

=

<~> = 1 - exp{-{). 17 crjl).
(19)
Note that the facto r, 0.17 cm, (for a in cm- I) is con.
s~rued as ~ phYSical skin thickness on the fue l par.
t.lCles that IS absorbing power (being pyrolyzed) and
~s.co mparBble to Frandsen's "effective heati ng" coer.
~Ient. 0.22 em., .Susott (private comm unication ) has
0 . se rved a chornng-pyrolyzi ng zone in woody matenal that consistently meas ures about 2 mm d
Furthermore, we should note that all of Our :e:~eri.
mental fuels were beds of long narrow particles,

~e ne~ data will also fit an equation with fractional
~w~r (that. IS, square root) oftof'; the e88ential charncter
o ~ III that It starts at l ero, the rt increnses almost linearly
at small CJt) . then ro1l.~ off at la rge oP; the theoreticians
may construct a th~ry at the ir leisure.

ef 1.0
,,;

~

~

i

~O. 1

statistical errors in spread rate are applicable to <~>,
<I>, and <'1.,>; thus, in equation 20 they are applied
thrice.
Alternatively, the physical problem might be that
the particle-to-particle variation in fuel moisture
or heat content, etc., may have a more pronounced
effect on spread rate in the drier fuel beds with few
fuel particles (very small ~) . These variations among
the individual particles were not measured.

...

PROBABll..ITIES

• .1

Let anyone of the critical dependent variables such
85 spread rate, R , or reaction intensity, 1If' be represented by the parameter Y. Then, of course, the
"real" observed value, Y, will be different than the
predicted fire behavior, <Y>, which implies that
there is a probability dist ribution of Y about <Y>.
The variable <Y> is a deterministic function of the
ind.pendent variables, (a, ~, 6, M), and it describes
in one number the effects (fire behavior) that result
from lhe conjunction of ex plicit values of the inde·
pendent variables. By definition , it is the most likely
value ofYthat may occur, but it is very unlikely that
Y will precisely equal <Y>. It follows that there must
exist a probability distribution of \he real fire behav·
ior wh en we are given the ex pected (predicted) fire
behavior that can be calculated from measured val·
ues of a, ~, 6, Mr etc. From Wilson (1987), we ex pect
to be given these probability distributions so that
persons that must take ri sks may calculate their
chances of being wrong.
Now let u s review the probab ility problem and so·
luti on. To begin, the fire manager in the fi eld will
ha ve at hand a prediction , <Y>, of predict ed fire be·
havior th a t is th eoretically different from the actual
"real" behavior, Y. Also, the ma nager wiIJ have some
imperfect knowledge, p(y), of the prior historical
behavior offire in si milar circumstances.
The manager needs to k now the probability dis·
tribution, P(YI<Y», of what the real behavior, Y,
might be, given prior knowledge of Y, P(Y), and the
ex pected behavior, <Y>, where <Y> is estimated from
the current cond itio ns, a, ~ , 6, Mr etc. The calcula·
tion or that probabili ty follows from Bayes theorem
(Wilso n 1987):

< ftOl>

""iiOO

Figur. 7_101 01 probability Ihal a ral. of
spread prediction is different from that 10 be
observed. Nels the data points are cumula·
tive counts and fit a sigmOid k>gistic curve.
The bell-shaped distribution is the rescaled
differential of the cumulative logistic curve
and represents the expected distribution of
the predicted rate of spread about the true
value.

equations are derived, then a new P(<R>IR) of fig.
ure 7 must be prp.sented.
These error distributions give a clue to the source
of the "'factor·of· two" estimate of maximum error in
fire behavior predictions (Albini 1976); we note
the following characteristics of th ese distributions:
l. The experimental observations of <Y>fY are
found to be log·normal for all of the dependent
variables. Thus, observations of Y = <Y>l n and
Y = n<Y> occur with about equal probability.
2. The standard deviation for th e spread rate
observations is in the a pproximate ran ge of
(0.6<Y» ~<Y< ( l.7<Y». (Th e common factor·of·
two error 'Would be about two standard deviations
on the log·norma l di.tribution.l
3. The experim enta l variation of th e indepe ndent
variable., a. ~,6, a nd Mr is at the very most less
th a n 5 percent (rm s error in 0' and II < 1 percent;
in Mr <2 percent a nd 6 <3 percent.

~

P«Y>/Y) P(Y)
P(YI<Y» = - -- P«Y»

0.0'

'-----no.'1'-----;<,.' =o----.J,O
PREIl1CTED RDS, m'm~

FJgure 6--Final plot of the distribution of
predicted and observ9d rates of spread.

Thus, the ex perimental errors in observatio n of the
independent variables de not explai n all of t he vari·
a nce in th e dependent var iables. The model predic·
tio n error is most likely a re sult of inaccuracy in
the model relationships or th e effect of missing or
neglecting some unkn own physiochemicnl -thennal
parameter. As Albini snid, we "'consider models
successful if th e rela ti onsh ips predict fire beh avior
withi n a foctor of two or three over a r ange of two
or th ree decades."

where the probability di stribution , P«Y>/Y), is de·
termined by independent experiments such as the
one described h ere.
Figure 7 shows the error di stributi on, P(<R>I R)
for spread rate, <R>, from th e experiment described
here. This figure is the one to be used for probability
calculations of rate of spread while u sing the predic·
tion equation s presented in this paper. \\'hen 8 more
precise expe riment is perfo rm ed or more accu rate
12
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